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MENU Our comments have been temporarily disabled. You are solely responsible for your feedback and by using TribLive.com accept our Terms of Service. We moderate the comments. Our goal is to provide substantive feedback for a general audience. By projecting submissions, we provide a space
where readers can share intelligent and informed feedback that improves the quality of our news and information. While most comments will be published if they are on the subject and not abusive, moderation decisions are subjective. We'll do them as carefully and consistently as we can. Due to the
volume of reader feedback, we cannot review individual moderation decisions with readers. We value thoughtful feedback that represents a number of points of view that make your point quickly and politely. We make an effort to protect discussions from repeated comments either by the same reader or
different readers We follow the same standards for taste as the daily newspaper. Some things we will not tolerate: personal attacks, obscenity, vulgarity, profanities (including expletives and letters followed by scripts), commercial promotion, impersonations, inconsistency, proselytism and SHOUTING. Do
not include URLs on websites. We don't edit comments. They are approved or deleted. We reserve the right to edit a comment that was quoted or exceeded in an article. In this case, we can correct the spelling and punctuation. We welcome strong opinions and criticisms of our work, but we do not want
comments to get stuck with discussions of our policies and we will moderate accordingly. We appreciate when readers and people cited in articles or blog posts point to errors of fact or emphasis and will investigate all statements. But these suggestions should be emailed. To avoid distracting other
readers, we won't post comments suggesting a correction. Instead, corrections will be made in a blog post or in an article. Exclusive author: Lisa Washington departs KDKA on November 13 – moving on to Scranton's WNEP-TV to become a news host of the night by Rob Taylor Jr. – Courier Staff Writer –
5:15 p.m., Thursday, November 12, 2020 Often, what you experience early in life stays with you for life. As a fifth grader at Bennettsville Elementary School in Bennettsville, South Carolina, Lisa Washington falls in love with a local TV news presenter who visited her school. The way the news host spoke,
the way the news host related to the students, the way the news host took himself... I had young Lisa Washington hooked. Come tomorrow, November 13th, Now married and with two children, he will present the midday newscast on KDKA-TV (2) in Pittsburgh, his professional home for the past five and a
half years. It's going to be his last day at KDKA. She has accepted an offer to become a lead presenter on WNEP-TV (16) in Scranton, Pa. Washington will begin presenting the 6, 7, 10, and 11 p.m. newscasts at the end of this month. Becoming a Night Presenter Monday through Friday in local television
news is considered Real estate. While there are some journalists who love being in the field and don't want to sit at the anchor counter, many journalists, like Washington, love the anchor desk. Continuous effort and talent is needed to be promoted from reporting to anchoring on a regular basis. You bring
reporting skills to the anchor office, Washington told the New Pittsburgh Courier in an exclusive interview, on November 12, but I also feel that on the anchor's desk, you have that dominant presence to connect with the viewer and share their stories. I was interested in anchoring because it allows me to
show more of my personality. I think I connect well with people. Washington had anchoring experience before coming to Pittsburgh. She was a presenter and reporter in Huntsville, Ala., and Memphis, Tenn., before heading to the San Francisco main market to be a reporter on KPIX-TV (5), a subsidiary of
CBS. Washington became a reporter for KDKA in 2015 and, almost instantly, commanded an air presence that was palpable. With African-American heavyweights such as Lynne Hayes-Freeland, Bob Allen and Harold Hayes also reporting at KDKA at the time, Pittsburgh's African-American community
openly welcomed Washington into their homes. LISA WASHINGTON, third from the right, with members of the Pittsburgh Chapter of Links, Inc. In addition to reporting, Washington added weekend morning anchoring, and in the last year or so, it has been seen anchoring news monday through Friday
morning and noon. Washington has hosted numerous events in Pittsburgh over the years, but told the Courier that she was proud of the volunteer work she was able to do in the city, through organizations like the Pittsburgh Chapter of the Links, Inc. I'm certainly going to miss people, seeing her every
day, but friendships will last a lifetime safely, Washington said. Before Washington became acquainted with the people of Pittsburgh, he had to familiarize himself with his new environment at KDKA. A local juggernaut in the business stepped forward. When I was deciding where I would sit in the KDKA
press room, I think the best decision I made was to sit in front of Lynne Hayes-Freeland, and that was the best decision I made since my first day at KDKA, Washington told the Courier. Lynne has not only been a mentor, but has really become a great friend. (Lisa Washington with Lynne Hayes-Freeland)
Washington earned a bachelor's degree in media arts/journalism from Clark Atlanta University and a master's degree in business/corporate communications from Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. He has crossed the country reporting on some of the biggest stories to share. And in a few weeks,
he'll share stories with his new family of Scranton viewers. Yes, that Scranton, the place birth of President-elect Joe Biden. This is something I've wanted to do for a long time, Washington told the Courier. Besides, my mother always made me watch the evening news, so I did really well on pop quizzes
when I was at school. I being a journalist from a young age. LISA WASHINGTON, often seen by the city in different roles, said goodbye to its Pittsburgh viewers at the end of KDKA's midday news on November 13. MENU PITTSBURGH, PA — The December merger of Viacom and CBS has cost two
KDKA-TV presenters their work. A national round of layoffs at CBS-affiliated stations on Wednesday included KDKA night host Susan Koeppen and morning host Rick Dayton.Dayton had been at the station since 2009 and Koeppen had been at KDKA since 2011, according to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
The station has removed the anchor profiles from its website. The Los Angeles Times reported that up to 400 ViacomCBS employees were affected by job cuts. We are restructuring several CBS operations as part of our ongoing integration with Viacom, and to adapt to changes in our business, including
those related to COVID-19, stated a CBS press release. Marie Torre (June 17, 1924 – January 3, 1997) was a television personality appearing on KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania from 1962 to 1977. She was the station's first female anchor[2] and one of the first female anchors in the United States.
He showed great versatility, easily going from covering hard news, including peggy Ann Bradnick's kidnapping in Shade Gap, Pennsylvania, in May 1966, to interviewing notables and journalists such as President Lyndon B. Johnson and Coretta Scott King. She presented a daily interview show, Contact,
later renamed The Marie Torre Show, as well as public affairs programming on KDKA-TV. He served as the station's entertainment critic, including everything from movies to live theater productions, such as the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera. Awards[edit] Early in her career, she gained some notoriety
when, as a reporter for the New York Herald Tribune, she refused to name actress Judy Garland's source of critical commentary. During a landmark court case, Garland v. Torre, Torre was sentenced to 10 days in prison for contempt of court. [3] She appeared three times on the children's show, Mister
Rogers' Neighborhood. [4] After 1977, he returned to New York City. Carlow University in Pittsburgh sponsors the Marie Torre Commemorative Conference Series. His daughter, Roma Torre, is also in the news business. Host and theater critic for the popular New York cable news channel NY1, she is a
two-time Emmy winner who has won more than 30 more awards. [5] See also Freedom of the Press - United States References - New York, New York, Birth Index, 1910-1965 - WQED Pittsburgh: Pittsburghers of the Century: December 1999 Archived 2006-08-28 at the Wayback Machine - Tower was
condemned to days in prison for contempt of court Archived 2006-11-15 in the profile of Wayback Machine - Marie Tower in IMDb -[1] External links Marie Tower in Find a Grave Short version of the Garland Souls episode that enriched our lives, our region, region, Tribune-Review, 1 de diciembre de
2002, consultado el 12/07/2006 The Girl Who Said No Protecting The Source Retrieved from
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